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Abstract 
We present an algorithm which is numerically stable and optimal in time and space 
complexity for constructing the convex hull for a set of points on a plane. In contrast to existing 
numerically stable algorithms which return only an approximate hull, our algorithm constructs 
a polygon that is truly convex. The algorithm is simple and easy to implement. We assume 
a floating point arithmetic as a computation model. 
Ke~~~~l.s: Convex hull; Numerical stability 
1. Introduction 
There are many optimal O(n log n) time complexity algorithms for constructing the 
convex hull of a set of n points in 58’ (see e.g., [l, 73). All of these algorithms assume 
that infinite precision arithmetic is used and, in general, are numerically unstable 
when a (finite precision) floating point arithmetic is used. In floating point arithmetic, 
which is widely used for implementing algorithms, the computation of the convex hull 
is a much less explored problem. Relatively few algorithms which are numerically 
stable and optimal in time are known; see e.g. [2] for computing a convex hull of 
a point set, and [S] for computing the convex hull of a simple polygon. These 
numerically stable algorithms provide, as the output, only an approximate hull. That 
is, the constructed approximate hull need not be convex; it is the convex hull only for 
slightly perturbed input points. Consequently, for a host of algorithms which use the 
convex hull as an auxiliary structure, the output from such numerically stable 
algorithms might be insufficient. 
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Therefore, one needs an algorithm that is numerically stable in a stronger sense. We 
will present such an algorithm, called Conuex, that constructs a truly convex polygon. 
More precisely, for a given output from a numerically stable convex hull algorithm 
(such as [2, 51) Convex returns in optima1 O(n) time a subset of points that are the 
vertices of a convex polygon. Furthermore, all rejected points are very close to this 
polygon; see Section 2 for a precise statement. 
In this paper, we assume a floating point arithmetic with rounding and the unit 
roundoff u = 2-‘, where t is the number of binary digits in the mantissa. Similar 
results hold for a floating point arithmetic with chopping. We do not make any 
assumptions concerning the magnitude of input data and we analyze relative errors. 
As in [2,5], the basic primitive operations are evaluations and comparisons of slopes. 
Related results have been presented in [4, 61 where algorithms for so-called 
E-strongly &hull are provided. A polygon is E-strongly &hull if it is the convex hull of 
the input points perturbed by at most 6 and remains convex even after perturbing 
each of its vertices by at most E (in the absolute sense). These algorithms use 
a different set of primitives, or achieve different error estimates than ones presented 
here. The algorithm in [4] uses a framework of epsilon geometry (see [3]). Addition- 
ally, both papers are concerned with absolute errors. 
2. Basic definitions and main result 
Denote by S(p, q) the slope of the line passing through p and q. In our algorithm we 
will use an approximation of S(p, q). It is called a computed slope and is denoted by 
g(p, q). For more discussion on computing slopes see Section 4. 
Let V* be a set of n points 1w2. Using Fortune’s algorithm [2], it is possible to 
construct in O(n log n) time an approximate hull of I/ *. Formally, it is a list of indices 
of vertices whose corresponding polygon is the convex hull of a set 17*--a small 
(< ~(3 + u)/(l - u)) relative perturbation of the points in V*. We can split this 
polygon into two parts at points with the maximum and minimum x coordinates 
to obtain so-called upper hull and lower hull, respectively. Let (ql, . . . , q,,,}, 
4X, 1 < ... < 4x,m> be points in the upper hull. Then 
RcM2) > ... > %Im-l>4m) (1) 
and 
g(qi-i,qi) = (1 + xi)S(qi-i,qi) 3u + u2 N 3n with Iail d ~ 
l-u . 
(2) 
Such bounds on Cli have been proved in [S]. Similarly for the lower hull, the computed 
slopes, which also satisfy the equation (2) form a decreasing sequence. 
We assume that the input to our algorithm Convex is an approximate hull V, i.e. 
V is a sequence of points with the corresponding slopes which satisfy the above 
properties. We assume that the input points, vertices of the approximate hull, are 
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machine numbers; they are identical with their floating point representation. Also we 
assume that neither underflow nor overflow occur. As we will later see, the algorithm 
does not use slopes greater or smaller than the input slopes. Hence we can make this 
assumption without any loss of generality. 
The approximate hull is a simple polygon, with possible reflex angles at some 
vertices. In general, we do not know whether the angle at c’ is reflex if the slopes of the 
edges adjacent to u are relatively close to each other. This is inherent to using 
imprecise computation. The task of Convex can be accomplished by identifying all 
such L’ and by accepting only those vertices whose edges have well separated slopes. In 
addition, the algorithm does not delete any vertex that is too far from the resulting 
polygon. These two goals are achieved with a two step algorithm which will be 
presented in the next section. 
To state the main result, we use the following notation. For two points q = ( qX, qY) 
and @ = (&,gY), we write 14 - 41 < alql to denote 
inequalities, i.e. 
def 
lq - q”l G 441 0 lqx - %I d 4uxl and Iqy - &I d ~14yl. 
the corresponding pointwise 
Furthermore, for two positive numbers x and c, we write x 5 cu whenever’ 
x d cu + 0(u2) as u -+ 0. 
Theorem 1. Let input be a set qf points that satisfy (1) and (2). The output, VI, of the 
algorithm Convex is the set of vertices of a convex polygon. Furthermore,for every point 
q E V \ VI there exists 4 such that 
Iq - ~l517ulql 
and 4 is inside the convex polygon V, 
Remark 1. If V is an output of a numerically stable algorithm (such as [2, 51) applied 
to a set V * of points, then for every point v E V * \ VI there exists 6 such that 
IU - ~~52OU~Vl 
and 6 is inside the convex polygon V, 
3. Algorithm 
As mentioned before, the convex hull can be obtained by computing separately the 
upper and lower convex hulls. We discuss only how the upper convex hull is 
computed. 
‘The big-0 notation is used for simplicity only. Indeed, it is possible to show that all inequalities < in 
this paper have the constant in big-0 not exceeding 49. 
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Let M, = maxiqi,Y and define 
ml = min{j < m: qj,y = My} and m2 = max{j d m: qj,y = My). (3) 
Then the upper convex hull passes through qml and qm2, and also contains the line 
segment qm1qm2. Thus it is enough to compute the left part that is spanned between q1 
and qml and the right part that is spanned between qmz and q,,,. Since both parts can be 
obtained in a similar way (they only differ by the fact that the slopes for points to the 
left of qml are positive whereas they are negative for points to the right of q,,,,), we only 
discuss the computation of the left part of the upper chain. 
For the rest of this paper, we shall use 
K = 14~ and a = 6~. (4) 
These constants will play an important role in the algorithm and their choice ensures 
the algorithm correctness as we well see in the next section. The algorithm consists of 
two phases. In the first phase, it generates a list {k, , . . . , k,} of indices that correspond to 
a set v0 = {qk,,...,qk,} c l’ of candidate vertices. This phase replaces chains of edges 
by the segment joining the ends of the chain if the computed slopes between adjacent 
edges do not sufficiently differ to ensure that the corresponding angles are convex. In 
effect we obtain a new polygon with longer edges and fewer vertices; this polygon still 
need not be convex. In the second phase, the algorithm removes from V0 a few 
additional vertices so that in the resulting polygon the computed slopes of the adjacent 
edges are well separated. Well separated means that the ratio of the computed slopes for 
two consecutive edges is large enough to guarantee the ratio of the corresponding true 
slopes to be greater than 1. As we will see, such a separation can be obtained by 
removing at most one of each two consecutive vertices in V,. In this elimination we 
want to obtain well separated slopes without removing vertices which would be left too 
far from the resulting polygon. A pseudocode version of the algorithm is given in Fig. 1. 
4. Analysis 
Since the floating point arithmetic operations on reals are performed with errors, 
they differ from those performed in the infinite precision arithmetic. In order to 
distinguish these two types of operations, we will denote the floating point arithmetic 
operations by 0, 0, 0, and 0, respectively. (Of course, since the integer operations 
are without errors, our notation will only be used for reals.) Recall that if. is either +, 
-> x, or /, then for any two machine numbers a and h, a0 b is the machine 
representation of a. b and, hence, 
aOb = (a.b)(l + a) with 1~1 d u. 
Furthermore, if a, b, and c are positive machine numbers then 
ad bOc implies (1 - u)a < b.c, 
a > bOc implies (1 - u/2)a > b.c 
(5) 
(6) 
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li~pur: a list V = {q,, , qml } of vertices and the corresponding slopes 
Ourpuf: a list VI = (cl, ___ , c,} of the vertices of a convex polygon 
Phase 1. 
ti := 14u; K := 1 + K; 
k, := 1; k2:= 2; i:=2; 
while k, < m, 
i 
i:=i+ 1; 
: 
k,_, + 1 if I = kimI + 1, 
ki= I-1 if ILki_, >2, 
MI if I does not exist; 
1 
Phase 2 
a.=&; A:= 1 +a: 
4k,+, := qk,; C, := qk,; mark qk, blue; j := 1; i := 2; 
while i < r do 
iffCcj,q,,)G AxS(qk,rq,,*I) 
then (mark qk, red; j := j + 1; cj := qa,* l; mark qk, + , blue; i := i + 2;) 
else{j:=j+l;cj:=q,,;markq,,blue;i:=i+l;) 
VI := the vertices marked blue; 
Fig. 1. Algorithm. 
As already mentioned, the algorithm accepts/rejects the points based on the 
computed values of the corresponding slopes s”(qi,qj). These are computed by 
(7) 
where the “hat” operation is defined recursively by 
s”((qi,qj-1) if S’ >s”((qi3qj-1), 
s^(qi>qj) := g((qj-l,qj) if S’ < f(qj-I>qj)> 
S otherwise, 
with S’ := (4j.y 0 qi,y) 0 (4j.x 0 4i.x). 
The hat operation, similar to one used in [2,5], ensures that the computed slope 
s”c qi, qj) preserves the monotonicity. It is bounded from above by S(qi- 1, qi) and from 
below by ~(qj, qj+ 1 ). Furthermore, it has the following properties. 
Lemma 1. For every i < j < 1, 
(9 g(qi,qj) = S(qi,qj)(l + c() with 1~1 d ~(3 + u)/(l - u). 
(ii) r.S(qi,qj) 6 (1 + f)S(qi>ql) or S(qi>qj) d (1 + E)S(qj,ql)(O d E < I), then 
s(qi, 4”j) d s(qi, 41) (8) 
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for some 4j with qi,x < qj,x < 41,X and / qj - qjjl < 1 qjl e/2. That is, a slightly perturbed qj 
is below the line segment qiq,. (Furthermore, if similar inequalities hold for computed 
slopes then (8) holds with 1qj - 4jI~(E/2 + u(3 + ~)/(l - m))lqjl.) 
(iii) If s”(qi,qj) > g(qj,q,) @ (1 @ A) with A being an even multiplicity of u then 
s”(qi, 4j) > 5tqj, qL)+J$. 
In addition, $A > 6u then 
s(qi,qj) > s(qj3 411, 
i.e., qj is truly above the line segment qiqr. 
Proof. The first two parts are easy consequences of results reported in [S]. The first 
inequality in (iii) follows from (6) and the fact that 1 @A = 1 + A is a machine 
number. The last inequality follows then from part (i) since 
(1 + A)/(1 - u/2) > (1 + u(3 + u)/(l - u))‘. 0 
We are ready to analyze the algorithm. We begin with Phase 1. The following 
lemma is a simple consequence of Lemma 1 (iii) and the way the indices ki are selected. 
The symbol 1 in the statement of the lemma pertains to Phase 1. 
Lemma 2. 
~h_z~~k,~I) 
> s”(~h!_,dlk,)U + 14uMl - u/2) if I= ki_1 + 1, 
= 
i > Rq!&~+,)u + 14uMl - u/2) if l>ki_1 +2, 
i 
< S(qk,_l,qp)(l + l&)/(1 - u)Vp E(ki_l,m] if 1 does not exist. 
Recall that VO is the set of points qk, (1 ,< i d r) accepted in Phase 1. The following 
lemma states that the rejected points (q 4 V,,) are relatively close to the polygon 
spanned by V,. 
Lemma 3. If q 4 VO, q&k, _ 1 < qX < qx,k,, then there exists q, 
1q - 415 10.5ulql, 
such that q is below the segment qk, _ ,qk,. 
Proof. Let q = qP $ VO. Consider first the case of ki < ml. Then 
s(%+l>qk<) 
with 
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< Lh,t%~) d (1 +‘,;,” u) 
l+cc 
g(qk,- l,qk,) (due to def. of kj) 
(’ + ‘)(’ + K, s(q,,_,,q,) 
= (1 + a)(1 - u) 
Letting 
(1 + 6)(1 + K) 
l+ p = (1 + cr)(l - u) ’ 
we have Ifl\L(K + 2u(3 + u)/(l -u)+ u) ‘v 21~ since K = 14~. Hence, due to 
Lemma 1, S(qk,ml,&,) d s(qk,m13qk,) with I&- qpi~lbii%i/2. 
To finish the proof; consider the case ki = ml. We have, by virtue of Lemma 2 and 
monotonicity of the computed slopes, 
Sh-dn~) 2 1 + K 
l-u - 
l-u ‘h_Z&m~) 3 lflc s(%m,>q,). 
Again by Lemma 1, there is qP with IBP- q,151811qpl/~ and s(hmlT&)G 
s(%_,>%n,)~ q 
In the second phase, the algorithm scans the points from V0 and marks them blue 
or red depending on whether these points are accepted or rejected. The set of accepted 
(blue) points is denoted by Vi. Observe that there are no two consecutive 
vertices marked “red”. Furthermore, each red vertex has a small perturbation 
which moves it below the edge between its blue neighbors. Specifically, the following 
lemma holds. 
Lemma 4. For given qk,, let ci be its left closest blue vertex. 
(1 
Zf qk, = cj+ 1 (i.e. qki is marked blue) then s”(Cj, Cj+ 1) > g(Cj+ ~,qk,+~)(l + 6u)/ 
- 242). 
Otherwise, ifqk, is marked red, then the following three conditions hold true; 
(i) qk, , and qk, + I are marked blue, i.e., Cj = qk,- 1 and Cj+ 1 = qk, + 1, 
(ii) there exists ij, lq” - qk, I ,< 6.5~ Iqk, 1, such that g is below CjCj+ 1, 
(iii) s(cj,cj+l) > S”(Cj+1,qk,+2)(1 + 7U). 
PrOOf. For qk, = Cj+ 1, the proof follows directly from Lemma 1 and the fact that 
~(cj,qk,)>(lOa)OS(qk,,qk,+,) and l@a= 1 +a (recall that a=6u). Consider 
therefore the case when qk, is marked red. The part (i) follows directly from the 
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algorithm; the neighbors of a rejected point are marked blue. Then 
f(cj, qk,) d (1 + a) 0 g(qk,, qk,+ ,) and (5) imply 
(1 - u)gfcj,qk,) d (1 + a)S”(qks,qk,+,). (9) 
Due to the monotonicity of the hat operator, g(&, , qk, + ,) < S(Cj, qk, + ,). This together 
with inequality (9), and Lemma 1 (ii) complete the proof of part (ii). To show (iii) 
observe that because 1 + K = 1 + 14~ > 1 + 6u = 1 + u, Phase 1 and Lemma 2 
imply that 
The monotonicity of the computed slopes and (9) yield 
g(cj,qk,) > 
l+K 
-fhk,+Irqk,+& 
1 - u/2 
l-u - 
(1 - u)(l + K) - 
‘(1 + a)(1 - U/2) S(qk,+17 
qkx+z) >tl + 7u)s1(qkt+,,qk,+z), 
with the last inequality due to the fact that (1 - u)(l + K)/(( 1 + a)(1 - u/2)) > 
(1 + 7~). This completes the proof. 0 
We can show now that the vertices in VI form a convex chain. That is as follows. 
Lemma 5. S(Cj- 1, Cj) > S(~j, Cj+ 1). 
Proof. Due to Lemma 4 and monotonicity of computed slopes, 
S(ej,cj+ I) > S(cj+ r>~j+z)(l + 6n)/‘(f - n/2). 
Since both slopes are computed with relative errors not exceeding ~(3 + u)/(l - U) 
(see Lemma 1 (i)) we have S(cj_ r, cj) >, AS(cj, cj+ r ) with 
A = (1 + 6u)(l - ~(3 + u)/(l - tl))/(l - u/2)(1 + ~(3 + u)/(l - u))) > 1 
(actually A 2( 1 + u/2). 0 
Finally, we have all elements necessary to prove the main result of our paper. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The convexity of the polygon spanned by VI follows from 
Lemma 5. If q is rejected in the second phase of the algorithm, then Lemma 4(iii) 
implies that slightly perturbed @ (with relative error 2 6.5~) is inside the convex hull of 
VI. If q is rejected in the first phase, perturbing q by a relative error 5 10.5~ will drive 
it below edge q,,&+ 1 (see Lemma 3). If either qk, or qk,+, is later marked red, 
perturbing q by an extra 6.5~ will move it inside the convex hull VI. 0 
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Perturbing c’ E V * \ Vi by 2 3~ moves it below edge qiqi+ 1. If either qi or qi+ 1 is not 
in Vi, then an additional ( ,< 17~) perturbation will move c’ inside the convex hull Vi. 
Thus 6 with IU - 515 Iv/(17 + 3)~ is inside the convex hull Vi. It implies the claim of 
Remark 1. 
5. Final remarks 
We have presented an optimal algorithm, Conoex, which extracts the vertices of 
a convex polygon from a given approximate hull. The algorithm uses O(n) time and 
memory. Furthermore, the constructed convex polygon is close to the convex hull of 
the input set. Indeed, for every rejected point, there is a small perturbation ( 5 1724) that 
moves it inside the constructed polygon. 
In the constructed convex polygon the ratio between the slopes of two consecutive 
edges is greater than 1 (actually, from the proof of Lemma 5 we see that it is at least 
A = 1 + u/2 + O(u’)). By tuning the parameters in the algorithm, we can increase 
these ratios. Specifically, when using a = 2/u and K = 2a + 2 for an integer / 3 3, the 
ratios between consecutive slopes will be at least equal to 1 + a - 5.5~ + 0(u2). Of 
course, increasing the value of a results in larger relative errors. Actually, it can be 
shown that for a = 2824 > 64 the bounds on relative errors in Theorem 1 and 
Remark 1 will increase from 5 17~ and 5 20~ to L(8 + 3Qu and s( 11 + 3/)u, 
respectively. 
The basic primitive operation used in Convex is the computation of the slope of 
a line passing through two points. The choice of a slope as a basic operation is 
consistent with previous algorithms for numerically stable construction of convex 
hulls (see [2,5]). We used a backward error analysis to estimate relative perturbations 
and we assumed that there are no over/underflows. This assumption is justified 
because our algorithm uses slopes in the range of slopes obtained as the output of 
numerically stable algorithms, e.g. 12, 51. 
To avoid under and overflows in these algorithms we can use the following method. 
Since the coordinates of the points qi are machine numbers, neither the numerator 
nU(qi, qj) = qi,Y 0 qj,y nor the denominator de(qi, qj) = 4i.x @ qj,, would cause an 
over/underflow. Thus, the over/underflow can occur only when nu is very large (or 
very small) relative to de. More precisely, let de = 2Cd’mde and nu = 2C”UmnU where c, 
and m, E [0.5,1) stand for the exponent and the mantissa of a number x. Then an 
overflow in computing nu 0 de happens when c,, - cdr is as large as the maximal 
possible exponent in the floating point arithmetic used by the algorithm. Similarly, 
there will be an underflow when c’,,~ - cnu is large. Thus, when either nu or de is very 
large (or very small), instead of computing $(qi,qj) by nu 0 de, we can compute 
Z := m,,,, 0 mde, and represent $(qi,qj) as a pair (c,, - cd@,?). Such a representation 
can be then used to compare slopes. Since errors in the floating point arithmetic are 
caused by erroneous operations on mantissas only, the output of the algorithm will 
still satisfy Theorem 1 and Remark 1. 
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